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Taking it to
the streets
Paddy Diver was an unknown figure this
time last year. Now he’s the unlikely leader
of a Donegal-based mass movement that
won’t rest until its members receive the
100 per cent redress for the mica problem
that’s destroyed their homes

P

By Donal MacNamee
addy Diver stands
up with a clatter and
starts to shadowbox. “I was f**king
fuming,” he shouts
down from the bar,
eyes flashing, fists flying. “I was
ready for action. I told these two
Mayo fans: ‘You are a f**king
disgrace to your county.
to page 2

Paddy Diver in the
doorway of his
mica-affected home
in Co Donegal
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Thousands of protesters from Donegal whose homes were built with blocks containing the substance mica gather in Dublin
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One thing my mother would
always have said, when you’re
right, fight harder. If you’re
wrong, you’re wrong, but if
you’re right, do not lie down
FROM PAGE 1

“There are houses in Mayo, up the
road from you, that are falling down
from pyrite and youse boys don’t care.
This is your county I’m standing up
for. Just take the f**king leaflet, will
you?’ ”
He sits down and swills back a
mouthful of cider. “And you can print
that,” he says. “The Mayo fans were
a f**king disgrace at Croke Park. We
went down, Mayo playing Dublin, the
two biggest counties we need to get on
board. And the Dublin ones were brilliant and the Mayo people were a disgrace, not sticking up for their county
neighbours. It was my lowest moment
of this whole campaign.”
There are many things the public
don’t know about Paddy Diver, the
Donegal man who has become the
undisputed leader of the defective
blocks campaign, probably the biggest mass movement since the water
charge protests. One is the story of
his near-fight with a pair of Mayo
supporters ahead of the All-Ireland
semi-final in August. Diver was enraged with what he saw as their indifference to the cause of crumbling
homes, an issue that has upended his
life as well as those of thousands of
other homeowners, and he was ready
for an unlikely skirmish outside Ireland’s biggest stadium.
“Only that Amanda picked me
back up, it might have happened,” he
says, recalling how his wife of 11 years
prevented things from escalating. “I
said to them: ‘You’ll walk in there
as if you’re a great patriot of Mayo,
and you’ll not even stick up for your
neighbours over the road?’”
Last Friday, decked out in the green
and gold of Donegal, in front of a
crowd of thousands, Diver struck a
different tone. This time it was Dubliners in his sights, at the second major
mica protest to take place in the capital
in recent months. Looking out on a
sea of people from the top of a raised
cherry-picker, he roared: “When we’re
walking down this here city, take your
time. We are in no panic today. We’re
going to let the people of Dublin know
what torture is like. We’re going to torture them today the way our lives have
been tortured for years.”
He wasn’t exaggerating. On their
way down from Donegal for the protest, thousands of activists temporarily
blocked off the M50, operating a goslow lane for an hour. Many delayed
commuters were irate, and some
questioned the wisdom of the move.
But Diver says that the plan was to
generate noise.
He insists the group is fully aware
of the importance of public support
for the 100 per cent redress campaign,
which the Department of Housing has
estimated could cost the exchequer
€3.2 billion if homeowners’ demands
are agreed to. Some are already arguing that the taxpayer shouldn’t foot
the bill for a full redress package, and I
ask Diver if there is a risk that disruptive action like this could alienate the
public further from the outcome that
many homeowners say they desperately need.

We are in no panic today.
We’re going to let the people
of Dublin know what torture
is like

He is slightly defensive. “We know
we need the public with us on this.
And we only did it for one hour — one
hour’s torture,” he replies.
“It was a way of getting it out there,
to get more people talking. And even if
not everyone agreed with us, the more
people talking, the more attention it
brings to the campaign.”
Mica activists, he says, are attempting to tread the fine line between
keeping the public onside and putting
pressure on the government to back
the improvements they argue are necessary to the existing defective blocks
scheme.

Unlikely leader

Diver is 40, a construction worker
with a company which he doesn’t
want named. He also has a sideline at
home in Donegal, a landscaping and
gardening business he runs with the
help of a mini-digger he bought with
his savings. He chuckles when I ask if
he wants me to leave that out, too.
“No, put that in, surely to God. It
might get me some business.”
He has three children and a cheery
disposition. In 2012, the family moved
into their dream home, a handsome
house in Inishowen which Diver built
with his own hands.
But the house isn’t looking too great
these days — it’s falling down around
them. Earlier this year, it was approved
for demolition under the state’s defective blocks scheme, after it was
found to have significant quantities
of mica baked into its bricks. Diver
paid €6,000 for an engineer’s report,
of which he has recouped 90 per cent
from the state. He’s waiting for a new
scheme before he goes any further.
Over the last six months, he has
gone from a man whose main priorities were “family, house and holidays”
to the unlikely leader of a movement
that has rocked the government.
Known to his followers as St Paddy,
Diver is the beating heart of the mica
campaign, the one everyone wants
to know. He’s had to start wearing an
earpiece at work so he can respond to
the dozens of phone calls he receives
every week.
He’s perhaps not the group’s most
articulate member, but to thousands
in Donegal he’s a talisman, the living
embodiment of their suffering. By
now, he’s also known in government
circles as a man who knows how to
put the pressure on.
But more than anything, Diver is absolutely inexhaustible in the quest for
what he wants: 100 per cent redress
for the mica-afflicted people of Donegal. And he has more than a few stories to tell, tales that give an unprecedented level of insight into the inner
workings of the mica campaign.
When I meet Diver, on the last
Thursday of September, he has just
spent the day at the gates of Leinster
House smashing up bricks with a
hammer. The footage is all over social
media and features prominently on
RTÉ’s Six One News. There’s Diver in
the back of a van, Diver with Mary
Lou McDonald, Diver showing Michael
Healy-Rae how a real Donegal man
batters a block.
He’s delighted with how the protest
went, and he offers to spin me back
to my house in the white van parked
brazenly right outside Leinster House.
“Hop up the front there, surely to
God,” he tells me, and I climb between
him and Amanda for the short journey
across town. On the way, he launches
immediately into his family history,
telling me about his mother and ten
siblings, and when we reach my house
he jumps out of the van as I suggest a
coffee.
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“I wouldn’t mind a pint,” Diver says.
We head across the road to the Bridge
Tavern on Summerhill Parade. “This
is a real Dublin pub,” he says, rubbing
his hands together.
A few pints later, when Diver visits
the restroom, I ask Amanda if the couple feel swallowed up by a campaign
that has taken over a year of their lives
so far. They haven’t watched a film in
four months, Paddy has already told
me.
She’s thoughtful. “He doesn’t feel
like that, because he’s in it. For me,
though? I have just kind of — I’m
thinking if we get to December and
everything is sorted, I’ll just put this
year behind me and look back on it
with fond memories, if we get good
news,” she says.
For Diver, you sense, it’s different.
He certainly doesn’t seem burnt out by
the campaign, despite months of hard
graft and no shortage of frustrations.
In recent months, homeowners
have twice taken to the streets, demanding improvements to the state’s
existing compensation scheme. Many
have been struggling for up to a decade
with defective blocks, and it’s now
estimated that up to 6,000 homes in
Donegal could be affected by the issue,
which is caused by the presence of the
mineral mica in the concrete
used to build them.
The existing scheme
offers 90 per cent of the
costs of remediation up to
a maximum of €275,000,
but many say that’s not
enough. Some of those
whose repairs cost more
than the limit have had to
confront the possibility
of paying up to €100,000
because their repairs cost
more than the cap, and
more and more have
come forward to insist
they can’t afford it.

Supercharged

Diver might not have
been involved in the
campaign for as long
as some, but everyone
involved agrees that he’s
supercharged the movement. And you can tell
he’s taken to the task. He
frequently laughs at how
the campaign has placed
him at the centre of what
can reasonably be called a
mass movement. “It’s some
craic, boys,” he says at
least a dozen times.
Diver has a huge audience. It’s not an exaggeration to say that thousands hang on his every
word, mostly released via
Facebook in the form of
minute-long front-camera
videos shot on Snapchat.
They’re sometimes jumbled, Diver rushing ahead
of himself or mixing up
a word here and there,
but they’re compelling.
His turquoise-blue eyes
burn and glitter as he talks
straight at the camera, urging on his troops to “support
family homes, support your
neighbours, to get this 100 per
cent”.
“Paddy doesn’t worry about
lining his words up in the
right order,” Michael Doherty,
an affected homeowner and
senior member of the mica
action group, tells me. “He
comes along with a message
straight to the heart, and it

Paddy Diver displays
examples of mica
outside Government
Buildings as part of
a protest in support
of a 100 per cent
redress scheme for
homeowners affected
by the mica scanda
RollingNews.ie

A mica protester
on a march from
the Remembrance
Gardens to Leinster
House RollingNews.ie

catches people. It appeals to people.”
In the pub, the news comes on. Diver is front and centre, in his Donegal
jersey and Nike Airmax. He’s delighted: “A long way from Inishowen, ya
boy ya!” The barman cranks the volume up.

Legal threats

On August 15, Paddy Diver told this
newspaper, “respectfully”, that he
would no longer be cooperating with
our attempts to cover the mica crisis of
Donegal.
“You were provided a detailed rebuttal and you were given an exclusive
for next week, but for whatever reason
you decided against printing both,” he
wrote on Twitter. “Best of luck.”
Diver was responding to an article
we had published on Cassidy Brothers,
the Donegal block-building firm at
the centre of the defective blocks controversy. Many members of the mica
movement did not feel the piece represented a fair characterisation of their
issues, and they weren’t shy about
saying so.
A fortnight later,
on September 1, we
published another
mica story, this time
with Diver’s help.
The piece centred
on his legal issues
with Cassidy Brothers, after the firm
sent him a series
of solicitors’ letters
threatening legal
action. On Twitter, Diver thanked
me with a zippedmouth emoji, seemingly a nod to their
request that he cease
talking about them
on social media.
On WhatsApp, he
sent a voice note at
11.26pm.
“Did you put that
article up on the
Post?” he asked, a
definite note of worry in
his voice. He’d received
an angry phone call, and
he added: “God, let me
know.”
At the end of September,
I remind him of the incidents. He tips his head back
and roars laughing. He doesn’t
know how to use social media —
he doesn’t even have a login to his
own Twitter page, which has more
than 7,000 followers and serves as a
mouthpiece for the campaign. Someone else runs it for him.
“Joe McCallion – I want to mention him. He’s brilliant. People said it
wasn’t worth getting someone to do it,
but it was needed. He has all the smart
answers. He’s got it,” he says.
Tasking someone with operating
your Twitter might seem an unorthodox step, but the Divers say the
investment has been well worth it.
Over the last year, they’ve marshalled
a campaign that has taken place online as much as on the streets. Diver
is more comfortable with the former
(other activists, he tells me, are “email
people, whereas I’m not good at that”),
but he recognises the need for both
and has frequently urged his followers
to storm Twitter with their stories and

their thoughts. It’s worked: on most
days of the week, mica is a trending
topic on the platform, and you’d be
hard-pushed to find a journalist or
politician who hasn’t been tagged in a
post demanding full redress.
A lot of the strategic decisions underpinning the campaign don’t come
from Diver himself. “He has good advisers around him,” Doherty says.
Amanda, who’s quiet but warm and
keeps Paddy in check when he veers
off on tangents, is the most important
presence of all, you sense.
“A lot of the decisions we’d have
made over the months, about the protests, the social media and the working
group, they’d have come about from
discussions we’d have at home on a
Saturday night,” she says.
But while Amanda and the couple’s
three children have played important
roles at different points in the campaign, she says they’ve all had to retreat from the fray at times.
“At first, I was trying to be with
him all the time, and do what he was
doing, but the kids were suffering so
I knew I had to take a step back. That
was probably after the first march in
Dublin,” she says.
“Paddy is relentless,” Michael
Doherty tells me. “He’s absolutely
relentless.” Many in the campaign, he
says, have struggled to keep up with
him over the months of pushing for
100 per cent redress.
“He brings so, so much energy,”
adds Eileen Doherty, a veteran mica
campaigner who has known the Diver
family for decades (she’s no relation to
Michael Doherty, but they both sit on
the mica working group). “He has so
much passion and he’s so direct. And
he wants this so badly.”

Potential cap

But what exactly does Diver want? A
100 per cent redress package is the
obvious answer. Yet, when pushed, he
acknowledges that a potential cap of
€350,000, reported in several media
outlets as a proposed limit after which
homeowners could no longer claim
100 per cent of their remedial costs,
would more than cover the cost of rebuilding his home, and cover the costs
for the vast majority of homeowners.
This sets him apart from a key demand of the campaign, and he doesn’t
admit it readily, but he’s sceptical of
the claim that a limitless 100 per cent
is necessary.
Last June, after the first Dublin
protest, the state agreed to establish
a collaborative working group with
homeowners in an attempt to improve
the existing scheme, which it admitted
was not working as intended. Over
three months of talks, the two sides
attempted to hammer out a compromise, with homeowners demanding
a full compensation package as well
as several other improvements, and
officials at the Department of Housing
pushing back — “protecting the bottom
line”, as one homeowner puts it.
The talks have now concluded, with
little by way of agreement. Darragh
O’Brien, the Minister for Housing,
will bring a hotly anticipated memo
to cabinet in the coming weeks
which sets out new proposals for an
“enhanced scheme”. Whether that
will involve full compensation for all
affected homeowners remains to be
seen, but it’s viewed as unlikely by
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Paddy Diver with his daughter Savannah protesting outside the Custom House in Dublin

those close to O’Brien.
Diver has more in common than
you might think with those opposed to
a limitless scheme. “In Dublin, a threebed house with a box room is worth
€350,000,” he says. “We can build a
mansion in Donegal for €350,000.”
But, like many homeowners you
speak to, he is afraid that a capped
scheme will come with the types
of caveats that would short-change
homeowners in Donegal and Mayo
once again.
If he’s moveable on the details,
though, he is rigid on the principle:
this is the government’s problem, so
the government should pay to fix it.
He has no time for the argument that
homeowners should be partly responsible for the costs of remedial works.
“Me personally, I think the government is 100 per cent liable,” he says.
“You let these bricks run through the
house, and be used, and you should
have to pay to take it out again. And
if that costs €100,000, so be it. If that
costs €1 million, so be it.”
But that’s a broader question than
the one Diver wants to focus on. He
is at his best not in discussing the intricacies of the mica scheme, but in
dealing with those who’ve suffered
most from crumbling houses. And he’s
clear: it’s the elderly he’s battling for
most of all.
“OAPs are the key,” he says. “They’re
100 per cent the reason I’m doing it.
If somebody’s got a 4,000 square foot
house, half a mansion, and it costs
them €50,000, I can’t do nothing. I
can’t keep everybody happy. But an
OAP? In the last few years of your life,
you shouldn’t want to be put into a
home, you should just be happy. So
that’s why I’m in this.”
What underpins his determination
to try and look after the elderly is not
complicated. On the journey from
Leinster House to Croke Park, casually
steering his white van between rows
of traffic, he says everything goes back
to his childhood in Carrowmore, Gleneely, and his mother Tess.
“She was everything,” he says. “You
have no idea — I loved that woman to a
different level of respect.”
In his early 20s, he tells me, he
hopped in a taxi home from Buncrana,
making off without paying the driver.
“My mother heard about it, and she
asked me straight out: ‘Did you jump
the taxi?’ And I couldn’t lie to her. She
always got the truth out of me. And
when I admitted that I did it, she made
me make my way back to Buncrana
and pay the taxi driver back his £20.
She was wild for her morals.”
But it wasn’t only doing the right
thing that Diver learned from her, he
says. “One thing the mother would
have always said was: when you’re
right, fight harder. If you’re wrong,
you’re wrong, but if you’re right, do
not lie down. That would have been
her thing.”
Family has driven Diver throughout
the highs and the lows of the mica
campaign. Yet in the early years of the
mica campaign, which has been going
for almost ten years, it was what kept
him away. I ask him and Amanda,
who have known since 2016 that their
home in Inishowen is severely damaged by defective blocks, if they were
tuned into the campaign in the early
days.
“Not really,” Paddy says.

Amanda demurs: “We
were paying attention!”
Paddy: “They were
fighting the fight as far as
I was concerned. They
were in the committee
and they were sorting
it. We had a family to
sort.”

Totally broken

When his mother
died in 2017, Diver was
devastated. Three years
later, his older sister Tricia also passed away from
cancer, an event that left
him “totally broken”.
But it was after his father,
Paddy, died in April of this
year that Diver really started to
pay attention to the mica issue. He’d
known for years that his house was
crumbling, but now he started to grow
increasingly frustrated at the inadequacies of the existing grant scheme,
and he started looking for someone to
hold accountable.
And this is where the story of Paddy
Diver the campaigner, the face of a
thousand memes and the man many
view as only a few steps shy of the divine, really begins.
Amanda Diver spills her Coke. Pools
of brown liquid are on the floor, the
table, the notebook and the phone
being used to record our conversation.
The pair scarcely flinch. Amanda gets
some blue roll, mops it up with her
foot, and continues her point.
There’s an irony to the fact that she,
the only one not drinking, is the person to topple her glass. In three hours
of pub talk, she’s the one who keeps
the conversation on topic, prodding
Diver back into line when he gets off
topic, gently scolding him for his foul
tongue.
When he began his crusade in April
2021, it was Amanda who put it up to
him. Diver’s father had just died, and
during the wake he noticed a council estate being built. Lorries outside
revealed that the blocks were being
supplied by Cassidy Brothers.
A few days later, things came to a
head, when Diver realised a house on
his road was also being built with Cas-

Michael Doherty, a senior member
of the mica action group: ‘Don’t
underestimate that man [Diver]’

sidy Brothers’ bricks.
“When I saw they were using Cassidys, I couldn’t believe it,” he says.
“And I could see Amanda, and I knew
if I did nothing, she’d be thinking: this
is not the man she married. And she
more or less said: ‘What are you going
to do?’”
According to his version of events,
Diver blocked up his road and told the
Cassidys staff to leave.
“I went out and told the fellas in
the concrete lorry: ‘Clear off back to
Buncrana. You’re not getting up this
lane.’ I said: ‘Nobody’s getting out and
nobody’s getting in. Do whatever you
want. Get the guards, do whatever you
need. I’m making a f**king stand, and
we’re going to put this out on social
media.’ And I put it on my Snapchat
story.”
Within weeks, emboldened, Diver
was the face of a campaign targeting the firm — a movement that has
earned him support from some in Donegal, and legal correspondence from
the Cassidy family threatening High
Court action.

“This here?” he says with a jerk of
the thumb, indicating the monthslong campaign he’s embarked on.
“This all started with the Cassidys. This
whoooooole thing.”
What began on Snapchat spread to
Facebook, where hundreds of homeowners began to pay attention to Diver’s antics. With van, phone camera
and colourful vocabulary in tow, Diver
began a relentless campaign, tracking
where the bricks were being used and
publicly challenging the council over
its decision to contract work to the
company.
Months later, Diver has moved his
attention away from Cassidy Brothers
and towards the campaign for 100
per cent redress. But he can’t help
but take pride in the marches he and
Amanda organised in the early days,
when many were afraid to admit their
homes were damaged in the first
place.
The Cassidy family have always maintained that they
did not break government
rules around block-building. Two months ago, they
wrote a 16-page letter
to Michael Doherty in
which they insisted they
had “always adhered rigidly to all standards and
regulations set down by
the government as well
as consistently following
best practice in our sector”.
“Cassidy Brothers has
been consistently pro-active
in unilaterally investigating
issues with damaged properties
in Donegal, since they were first
brought to our attention in 2010-11,”
said the letter, which marked the
Cassidys’ first communication with
homeowners in more than eight years.
The Cassidy family also said that
some aspects of the campaign had
a “seriously detrimental effect” on
the 81-year-old business. They told
homeowners in a letter that the firm
had made a “substantial” number of
redundancies, and was facing a “grim”
future, as a result of the campaign.
David Cassidy, managing director
at the firm, wrote that children of the
directors had been exposed to abusive
and threatening messages about the
family. “Our employees have families
too and, very rightly and properly, they
have been very upset and distressed
at some of the actions taken against
them, and the abuse and threats directed at them,” he wrote.
Separately, the Cassidy family have
also sent a number of solicitors’ letters directly to Diver, accusing him of
making “false and untrue statements”
about them and demanding that he
cease talking about the company on
social media. They have also called on
him to apologise for some of the things
he’s said about them. He says he has
no intention of complying.
Diver’s videos on the Cassidy Brothers focused fresh attention on the mica
campaign. But it was after he switched
his focus to the government that the
movement really took off, Doherty
says.

Not built to last: a mica-damaged house

An unoccupied house outside Newtown Cunningham in Co Donegal

Joe Dunne

“At the end of the day, Paddy had a
problem with Cassidys, but he had a
bigger problem with the people depending on a state solution. He realised
that closing Cassidys wasn’t going to
fix one home in Donegal. So that’s
how he moved to the bigger picture. So
you’ll find that there was a shift, if you
go back and look at what he was saying over those few months.”

Heart in the right place

Diver’s fixation on the Cassidys in the
early days wasn’t the only concern for
Doherty, a longstanding stalwart of
the mica action group, when he first
became aware of the new campaigner
on the block.
“I looked at Paddy in the first or
second video he posted, and I thought:
either this is everything we ever asked
for, a saviour for us, or this is someone
who could wreck our campaign. And
I wasn’t sure which version we’d be
seeing six weeks down the line.”
Doherty is now full of praise for Diver, and talks to him every day. He says
once he spoke to Diver on the phone,
his fears were assuaged.
“After my first phone call with Paddy, I thought, this is a fella I can work
with. And I’ll tell you why: his heart
was in the right place. I was convinced
of that.”
Still, in a campaign this long and this
fractious, there were always going to
be divisions. Nobody will go on the record to talk about them, given the negotiations homeowners are currently
locked in with the state over a 100 per
cent redress scheme, but it’s safe to say
things were not always rosy between
all of the actors involved. However,
Doherty says: “Paddy never tried to
split the campaign. He always tried for
unity.”
It may not have looked like that to
the naked eye when, in late July, Diver
announced on Facebook that he had
left the state’s mica working group — a
committee which he had fought to be
allowed onto, but with which he had
steadily become disillusioned over
three weeks of meetings. The group
featured officials from local authorities, civil servants from the Department of Housing and homeowners
from Mayo and Donegal, of which
Diver was one. He found the bureaucracy, the sluggishness of the talks, too
much.
“Every time I went into a working
group meeting, I thought there was
going to be a conclusion,” he says of
the group, which was set up to try and
work out an acceptable series of improvements to the defective concrete
blocks grant scheme.
“I was naive enough to think that
when I told them that there were
houses in Donegal that are not liveable, that someone would listen.
“It was the fifth meeting that I realised: there’s nothing I can say. Because
I had told them some of the worst
stories. In the second, third, fourth
meeting, I actually thought when I
went in that somebody was going to be
rehomed, that families would be taken
out of their houses.”
After weeks of frustrations, he and
Amanda decided enough was enough.
He was better at leading on the streets
than navigating the bureaucracy of a
civil servant-led committee. “I knew
after the fourth meeting I was going to
quit,” he says.
But he didn’t tell the other homeowners before he did it.
“We were totally blindsided,”
Doherty tells me. “We had no idea.
And I rang him and told him he had
to put out a video and say he still supported the group — which he had told
me he did anyway. I said: ‘You have totally undermined this group. As far as
your army of followers are concerned,
we don’t have any power any more.
You’ve left us with a completely weakened hand’.”
They were stern words, but Diver,
everyone tells me, is not a man who
seeks to sow division for the sake of it.
He’s a man with a singular purpose —
100 per cent redress — and that night,
he posted a video praising the working
group and urging homeowners to trust
it.
“I remember he referenced me, and
told people: ‘Don’t underestimate that
man,’” Doherty says. “And he talked
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about Eileen, and Ann Owens, and
said the working group had his full
support. And it worked, absolutely it
worked.”
Diver says he was never trying to
sabotage the group. “Some people
wanted it to fail, but I wasn’t one of
them,” he says.
Amanda translates: “We always tried
to come across as being on the same
page as the campaign.”

Action, not words

Last month, Doherty told the Times’s
Ireland edition that the mica action
group was not ruling out running
candidates for election in future. Diver
seems the most obvious choice of all, I
suggest to him, and to Eileen Doherty.
Both are unequivocal: “He’d win an
election. He’d win any election he ran
in this county.”
I put this same idea to Diver. He
laughs, incredulous, but you can tell
he’s delighted. “It’s f**king madness,
right enough.”
Whether he’d have the patience for
the intricacies of politics is the main
concern for most of those who know
him. Amanda says he “couldn’t do it.
He couldn’t have his hands tied like
that”.
Michael Doherty says he thinks Diver would be left frustrated by the endless talking. “Paddy’s not a man who’s
got years of experience in meetings.
He’s about action, not words.”
But neither Diver nor those around
him are giving a hard and fast ‘no’ to
a political run. It’s quite the opposite,
in fact: Diver says he sometimes goes
to bed thinking he couldn’t do it, “and
then I’ll wake up and I’ll think: why
wouldn’t I? If I think I can make a
change, why would I not just go for
it?”
“I think Paddy would have his heart
in the right place for absolutely anything he put his mind to,” Michael
Doherty says.
“The main concern I’d have for Paddy would be more burnout, because
he is relentless. And it’s one thing to be
relentless on a single-issue campaign
like mica and pyrite, but take that
energy to 30, 40 different things and I
would just wonder about burnout. But
in terms of the man’s integrity, absolutely 100 per cent.”
Diver tells me he’s not worried either way. “It hasn’t changed me, the
campaign,” he says. “People were
worried about my mental health, and
about me getting too big for my boots. I
just laugh at that stuff.”
I ask him, again, what drives a man
with a job and a family to give up untold amounts of time to a campaign
this draining, this difficult. For months
he’s traversed the country, galvanising
support for the campaign. He’s given
himself body and mind to the redress
fight, and he often insists he’ll let
“nothing or no one” stand in his way.
He says he has warned government
TDs in Donegal that if a 100 per cent
redress scheme is not approved, he
will campaign actively against them.
“I’ve told them: ‘I’ll let everybody
know not to vote for you. Not just in
Donegal — I’ll travel to Galway and
Limerick. I’ll have a vengeance against
you that I’ll never forget’.”
Ultimately, in a fight which he’s
willing to sacrifice almost everything
to, Diver’s late mother is the key.
Amanda crystallises it.
“It’s fighting for the old age pensioners like her that drives him,” she says.
“I remember walking in on him crying one night on the phone to an old
woman. He said to her: ‘We’ll do it for
you. We’ll f**king do it for you.’ And
all that ties back to his mother.”

I was naive enough to
think that when I told
them that there were
houses in Donegal that
are not liveable, that
someone would listen
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Mica blocks
problem may
be far more
widespread
than feared

Mark O’Toole: accuses
Paddy Cosgrave of
defamation
Fennell

Unpublished report understood to admit that
defective blocks are being found in counties
that were not previously known about
BY DONAL MacNAMEE

The state’s redress scheme
for properties built with
mica blocks may have to be
extended to new counties,
with a review finding that
the problem may be far more
widespread than originally
feared, the Business Post has
learned.
Senior civil servants have
said they believe the extension of the scheme is inevitable, and have admitted that
there is currently no way of
knowing the cost implications.
The government is drafting legislation to underpin
the €2.2 billion defective
blocks scheme which it announced last November. As
part of that process, it asked
an expert group to make recommendations for the administration of the scheme,
particularly from a technical
perspective.
Four county councils – in
Limerick, Clare, Sligo and
Tipperary – have already
applied for access to the
scheme, which is currently
only open to homeowners
in Donegal and Mayo.
Engineers have now started testing homes outside
these six counties, and the
results of these assessments
suggest that the problem
may not be limited to
the counties already
known about.
The group’s report, which will
be published next
week, has met
resistance from
homeowner representatives from
Mayo and Donegal,
who have registered
their opposition to a
number of its proposals.
Representatives have
voiced concerns over

a plan to implement new
“damage thresholds” for entry to the scheme, as well as
a suggested time limit on the
period over which homeowners can avail of a second
state grant if the first repair
job does not work.
Significantly, the report
is understood to admit that
damaged bricks may exist
in counties the government
does not know about yet, and
that engineers have flagged
that the problem might be
worse than feared by the
state.
It is understood that civil
servants on the expert group
have warned that there is
no way of telling how many
homes are affected in these
counties, and that the problem could swell the cost of
the scheme for the state.
The expert group, which
includes civil servants, local authority officials and a
member of Engineers Ireland, submitted its report to
Darragh O’Brien, the Minis
Minister for Housing, in March. Its

Darragh
O’Brien,
Minister for
Housing

purpose is to provide a technical underpinning for new
legislation which the government hopes to pass this
month.
The report is understood to
recommend the introduction
of new damage thresholds
which decide if a house is eligible for the scheme. Homeowners believe the thresholds should only be used to
prioritise the worst-affected
homes, and have argued that
all damaged houses should
be accepted onto the scheme.
They have also asked for
a 40-year period in which
they can apply for a second
grant if remedial works carried out the first time around
prove unsuccessful. This is
because they worry that the
long-term implications of
mica and pyrite on a house
are not yet fully understood
– a fact acknowledged by the
government.
Additionally, homeowners
believe the scheme will leave
them exposed for extra costs
– including finishes, septic
tanks and house foundations – which fall outside the
scope of the state scheme.
They have asked officials to
consider allowing them to
downsize their homes and
use the surplus of the grant
they are awarded to pay for
some of these expenses.
A spokeswoman for
O’Brien said the government
intends that the scheme will
cover 100 per cent of the
costs “deemed necessary
for the remediation of the
relevant dwelling, subject to
the square metre rate applied
and the overall grant caps”.
She said the scheme was
designed on a like for like
basis, adding: “It is not intended that any affected
homeowner will be able to
recoup a higher value should
they decide to build a smaller-sized home.”

Former Web Summit employee
says Paddy Cosgrave defamed
him in ‘reprehensible’ tweets
The Web Summit founder is
involved in lawsuits in this
country and the United States
involving former colleagues,
suing or being sued
BY CATHERINE SANZ

A former Web Summit employee has accused Paddy
Cosgrave of defaming him
in a series of “reprehensible” tweets. Mark O’Toole,
who left the conference and
technology company seven
years ago, has sent a legal letter to its chief executive over
the posts, which he said were
untrue and contained “malicious defamation”.
Cosgrave is involved in
several lawsuits in Ireland
and the US with former colleagues, some of which he has
taken and others in which he
is being sued. O’Toole, who is
not a plaintiff or a defendant
in any of those lawsuits, is
vice-president of 150 Bond,
a public relations agency
founded by Daire Hickey,
a Web Summit co-founder
who has filed multiple lawsuits against Cosgrave in the
High Court.
Those lawsuits relate to alleged minority shareholder
oppression and alleged breach
of a profit sharing agreement.
In a legal letter sent to

Cosgrave earlier this month,
which he shared with the
Business Post, lawyers for
O’Toole demanded that Cosgrave delete a series of tweets,
fully retract and apologise for
the content, and undertake in
writing that the allegations
will not be repeated. It said
failure to remove the posts
in seven days would result
in High Court proceedings.
The letter referenced the
existing legal proceedings between Cosgrave and Hickey,
saying it was only after this

dispute began that Cosgrave
began to make allegedly defamatory statements about
O’Toole on Twitter.
“We are instructed that
it appears you may be motivated by some misguided
desire to influence that litigation,” the letter, from Lavelle
Partners law firm, stated. “If
indeed this is your objective,
then the dishonest and malicious nature of your public
statements about our client
makes your tweets even more
reprehensible.”
The letter also said the allegations have “no foundation
in fact” and are “an outrageous
and malicious defamation” of
O’Toole.
The claims made by Cosgrave relate to allegations that
O’Toole forwarded a database
of media contacts from a Web

Summit email address to his
personal email address in
2015. The claims are also contained in an affidavit Cosgrave
filed with the High Court in a
lawsuit taken by Hickey.
Web Summit wrote to
O’Toole in February threatening legal proceedings as a
result of what it claimed was
a breach of contractual obligations arising from this allegation. The company, through
Adam Connon, its general
counsel, also alleged that he
breached data protection law.
The claims made by Web
Summit are wholly denied
by O’Toole. He said he had
no comment to make when
contacted.
Cosgrave is separately suing David Kelly, another Web
Summit co-founder, in two
different lawsuits in Ireland

and the US, alleging breach of
fiduciary duties. Kelly is also
suing Cosgrave for alleged minority shareholder oppression
and breach of an alleged profit
sharing agreement.
Cosgrave, through his
company Proto Roto, holds
a majority shareholding of
81 per cent in Web Summit.
Kelly, through his company
Graiguearidda Limited, has a
12 per cent stake in the company, and Hickey, through
Lazvisax Limited, has 7 per
cent.
Cosgrave has denied that
Kelly and Hickey were ever
co-founders of Web Summit
and claimed that he gave them
the “vanity title” as a “soother”. Kelly and Hickey have
maintained that they started
Web Summit with Cosgrave in
a “quasi-partnership”.

Kerry farmers battle Revenue
over €20 million shares tax bill
High Court row centres on tariff
on patronage shares received by
3,500 farmers from Co-op
BY CATHERINE SANZ
AND LORCAN ALLEN

Judgment is expected later
this year in a long-running legal case between the Revenue
Commissioners and a group of
dairy farmers over an income
tax bill on patronage shares in
Kerry Co-op that potentially
exceeds €20 million.
The case, which was heard
in the High Court last month,
relates to the tax treatment of
patronage shares received by
almost 3,500 dairy farmers in
Kerry during the years 2011,
2012 and 2013.
Revenue originally wrote to
almost 400 Kerry milk suppliers in 2016 to inform them
they were liable for income
tax on all patronage shares
received during the 2011-13
period. Depending on the
number of shares received,
some farmers are potentially
facing income tax liabilities
as high as €50,000 should
Revenue win the case.
Henry Walsh, a dairy farmer based in Co Galway, took a
test case on behalf of all Kerry milk suppliers in 2017 to
the Tax Appeals Commission
(TAC), and was ultimately
found to be successful in his
appeal in 2020.
The Revenue Commissioners then requested the case be

appealed to the High Court. It
challenged a number of legal
points in the ruling issued by
the TAC, and claimed there
was an “inherent contradiction” in its reasoning and
findings.
It said that even if the interpretation preferred by the
commission were correct,
“that is not an end of the matter for tax purposes since what
was received by Mr Walsh had
and was intended to have a
benefit to him, which was
capable of being measured
in monetary terms”.
Walsh’s lawyers argued
that neither the invitation to
subscribe nor the allotment
of patronage shares at par involved the payment or transfer of value from Kerry Co-op
or from Kerry Creameries Ltd,
a company he supplied raw
milk to.
“The respondent’s trade
was not the source of any
income other than the payments made by Kerry Creameries Ltd for the milk supplied
to them by the respondent,”
Walsh’s lawyers added.
Ms Justice Emily Egan heard
the matter over two days last
month. She reserved judgment in the case and a ruling
is expected later this year.
Patronage shares are free
shares distributed to milk

suppliers as a loyalty bonus.
Kerry Co-op ran the scheme
from 2000 up until 2013. Its
most recent patronage share
scheme ran for five years
between 2007 and 2013, and
allocated active milk suppliers with one new co-op
share for every 1,000 gallons
(4,546 litres) of milk supplied
annually.
The aim of the scheme was
to enable active dairy farmers
to increase their co-op holding relative to retired members. Farmers routinely declared these patronage shares
as capital assets to Revenue,
paying taxes on their value
when they transferred them
through sale or inheritance.
However, in 2016, Revenue decided that because
the shares were linked to the
volume of milk supplied, they
constituted trading income
and were liable to income tax
during the year they were received.
In November 2016, Reve-

Some farmers
are potentially
facing liabilities
of €50,000
should Revenue
win the case

nue issued letters to almost
400 Kerry milk suppliers saying they were liable for income tax on patronage shares
issued from 2011 to 2013, and
urging them to engage with
the tax authority immediately.
In the three-year period
targeted by Revenue, an estimated 600,000 patronage
shares were issued by Kerry
Co-op to milk suppliers. It is
understood Revenue placed
an average value of €75 on
these shares, meaning the
total value of the patronage
shares issued was around €45
million.
Because the valuation of
these shares would have
pushed most Kerry milk suppliers into the higher range
of income tax, it is estimated
that the tax bill facing these
farmers is in excess of €20
million.
Farmers appealed the decision by Revenue, arguing that
the shares were not income,
as they could not be traded
freely against cash. They also
challenged the valuation calculated by Revenue as there
were so few transfers of Kerry
Co-op shares in the reference
years.
A see-through market value has since been clearly defined for Kerry Co-op shares
thanks to a share redemption
scheme initiated by the co-op
in 2019. That values a single
Kerry Co-op share at more
than €600 today, a multiple
of the valuation Revenue had
first placed on the shares.
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E U to hit R ussia
with tougher
sanctions for
its aggression
against U kraine
● S uperpower could be removed from S wift
banking message system in coming days
BY D A NI E L MU RRA Y
A ND MA RI O N MCKE O NE

EU leaders are set to impose
harsher sanctions on Russia
in the coming days, including blocking the countryí s
access to the Swift global
banking system.
As Russian forces pushed
towards Kyiv yesterday,
meeting heavy Ukrainian
resistance, work continued
on how the West can respond
to the aggression shown by
Russian president Vladimir
Putin over the past week.
Ireland was among a
group of EU member states
last week that had backed
removing Russia from Swift,
a messaging system that
underpins global fi nancial
structures.
However, countries including France, G ermany
and Italy raised concerns
about the impact such a
move would have on the
continentí s energy supplies,

as well as technical difficulties in implementing Russiaí s
removal from the system.
Consensus appears to have
emerged in the last two days,
however, and it is understood
that sanctions on Swift will
form part of a new suite of
measures next week which
could also see the EU agreeing to expel all Russian ambassadors.
Freezing Russia out of the
Swift system would isolate
the country from the global
economy. But it could take
weeks or months to have
any real impact on the Russian economy, as Putin has
amassed reserves of around
$ 680 billion to weather any
sanctions.
ì There will be a moment
of truth, Ií m sure, but it is
something Ireland will be
supporting,î Thomas Byrne, the Minister of State
for European Affairs,
ffairs, told
ff
the Business Post. ì We will be
supporting the imposition

of even further sanctions,
which includes Swift.î
Byrne also said there was
growing worry around Europe that Putin was displaying signs of mental instability,
and may no longer be a rational actor.
ì I have spoken to a number of my colleagues in the
EU who know people who
have spoken with Putin. All
are saying he has changed
in recent times. That is the
one word I get in terms of
Putiní s condition, and thatí s
ë changedí ,î Byrne said.
Ireland has waived visa requirements for Ukrainians,
which Simon Coveney, the
Minister for Foreign Affairs,
ff
ffairs,
said was an ì important practical measure of solidarity
with Ukrainians living in
Ireland and those who are
affected
ffected in Ukraineî .
ff
Refugees fl eeing Russia© s
invasion of Ukraine continued to pour across its western

to page 2

Irish- resident Ukrainians heading
east to take up arms ag ainst R ussia
BY D O NA L MA CNA ME E

A group of Ukrainian men living in Ireland have banded
together with a plan to travel
home to take up arms for their
country, arguing that it is ì everyoneí s dutyî to fi ght against
the Russian invasion.
Pavlo Serdiuk, a 23-yearold plumber living in Co Cork,
hopes that up to a dozen men
will make the trip back to
Ukraine as early as tonight.
He is marshalling the group
along with his father Roman
and friend Maksym Savych,
both also Ukrainian natives.
The men are fl ying out of
Dublin Airport tomorrow
night on a fl ight to KrakÛ w
in Poland. From there, they
plan to travel by car towards
the Ukrainian border, moving in the opposite direction
from the thousands of people
attempting to fl ee the country.
ì Ití s everyoneí s duty who
is Ukrainian to go there and
defend our country,î Serdiuk
told the Business Post
Post. ì Ií m not
going to lie, Ií m afraid to go
there, but I just have to.î
The group have asked other
Ukrainians in Ireland to help
them with camoufl age gear,
gloves, sleeping bags and other rations. They have received
a number of offers
ffers and intend
ff
to pick up the supplies tomorrow before their fl ight.
Serdiuk, who has no combat experience, said the travelling party did not have any
weapons but would attempt to
make contact with Ukraineí s
military if they made it into
the country.
ì After we cross the
Ukrainian border, weí re going
to contact the army and see
what they say,î he said. ì Even
if we doní t get any weapons,
we can help with our hands.î

F G lang uishes on lowest sup p ort
since 2 0 0 5 in latest R ed C p oll
BY D A NI E L MU RRA Y

Fine G ael has registered its
worst level of support in more
than 15 years in this monthí s
Business Post/ Red C poll.
The partyí s handling of the
pandemic helped its popularity rise to a high of 37 per
cent in the autumn of 2020,
but since then its support has
steadily declined, hitting 20
per cent this month, down one
point on last month, and its
lowest ever support level since
Red C polling began back in
2005.
Despite the party still remaining the second-most
popular in the country, the
results will be a worry to Leo
Varadkar, who had been billed
as a vote-winner for Fine G ael
when he became leader in
2017.
He is now presiding over
lower polling levels than any

stage during his predecessor
Enda Kennyí s tenure.
The results have also indicated that the party has not
benefited from any postCovid-19 bounce, a month
after most restrictions were
lifted.
Alongside the decline of
Fine G ael, some other trends
have been further crystallised
in this monthí s poll, including
the slow recovery of Fianna
F· il, and the enduring status of
Sinn FÈ in as the most popular
party in the state.
Sinn FÈ in remains on top
this month on 33 per cent, a
level it has been at for three
polls. Fianna F· il is up two
points to 17 per cent, its highest rating since Election 2020,
having languished in the low
teens for much of the last two
years.
The G reen Party is down one
point to 5 per cent, where it has

been hovering for much of its
term in government. The Social Democrats are down one
point to 4 per cent, Labour is
steady on 3 per cent, Solidar
Solidarity/ People Before Profi t is up
one point to 3 per cent, and
Aont˙ remains on 2 per cent.
Independents as a grouping
remain at 11 per cent.
A total of 7 per cent of people
polled said they were undecided on who to vote for.
If there has been any benefi t to the three government
parties from the lifting of
Covid-19 restrictions and the
return to normality, it appears
to have been absorbed entirely by Fianna F· il, and still
only translated into a modest
rise.
The continued recovery of
Fianna F· il will come as a relief
to many in the party, having
languished in the low teens in
Red C polls for much of their
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U krainian people wait for a train to P oland at the railway station of the western city of L viv yesterday

Serdiuk and his father live
together in Ireland, but his
mother, aunt and sister all
reside in Ukraine, in the city
of Lutsk near the Belarusian
border. ì Everyone is there,

basically,î he said.
Yesterday, a military base
near the familyí s home was
hit by a Russian missile. ì It
was all explosions, and my
mother was absolutely ter-

rifi ed when she rang me,î
Serdiuk said.
ì I was at work yesterday,
but I wasní t really at work.
In my mind I was back in
Ukraine, just thinking about
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stint in government. Taoiseach
Miche· l Martin has certainly
appeared more self-assured in
recent months, having settled
much of the internal disgruntlement that had characterised Fianna F· il parliamentary
party meetings during his fi rst
year in office.
The old political battlegrounds of housing and health
have come to the fore again,
with spiralling rents, house
prices and hospital waiting
lists giving the opposition
plenty of ammunition to fi re
across the fl oor of the D· il.
Sinn FÈ in will take comfort
from this monthí s poll that its
twin tactics of attacking the
government as an ì out-oftouch eliteî on the key issues
of health, housing and the cost
of living, as well as presenting
its front bench as respectable
ì alternative ministersî , is
working.
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the situation all the time. But
my boss is a great fella, and
he understands the situation.
He texted me a few hours ago
asking if Ií m trying to go back,

to page 2

16 News Focus
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Report from
Ukraine: ë This
situation woní t
be resolved
until Putin is
gone or is deadí
Oleksandr Proshuta The Ukrainian
sports journalist and commentator
shares an account of life on the
ground last week in Kyiv which is
now blocked on most sides and the
fear that came with the attack on a
nuclear power plant near his home
city of Zaporizhzhya

I

tí s pretty calm here. Since maybe
day I was able to watch a game between
Sunday or Monday, it has been staPrometey, the Ukrainian basketball chamble in Kyiv. There have been some
pions, and Cluj in Romania. I was even
explosions and a missile hit Babyn
able to do some reporting for my Telegram
Yar, a monument commemorating
group. Ití s important as they are ambassavictims of the Holocaust. During the
dors for our country in European sport.
same attack they also burned a basketball
Maybe as the situation develops, Ií ll start
gym that is used by kids in the city.
some podcasts. I have to prepare for the
For the country in general, it has been
NBA draft, so I need to watch the tapes of
a week of hell. They are attacking neighplayers. Ití s important for me to get the
bourhoods, attacking peaceful people.
knowledge of these prospects. Maybe it
Compared to cities like Kharkiv, Kyiv is
will help me to focus on such positives and
like peace and friendship.
help me get back to normal life.
I slept over with my friend and his wife
Ií m the type of person that caní t sit and
last week. If we hear explosions, we arení t
do nothing but, at the moment, Ií m not
going to the shelter any more, at least for
sure that I can be properly focused.
the moment. As Ií m speaking, the invasion
When everything started, I thought
has been ongoing for a week now.
the hot phase of the invasion would be
Every couple of days, I go back to my
at most four or fi ve days. Now I see it will
apartment to check in and to change
be weeks, maybe a month. Weí ll see how
clothes. Ií m already thinking of moving
the negotiations go. I doní t expect a fast
back in. My friends are trying to be opdecision.
timistic; one of them is still working reWe read the reports of Vladimir Pumotely for a call centre.
tin speaking with Emmanuel Macron.
I speak with my parents in Zaporizhzhya He came across as mad and crazy. From
around twice a day and we are messaging
speaking with my friends, we fi gure that
every three or four hours. Surprisingly,
this situation woní t be resolved until Putin
despite it being in the eastern part of the
is gone or is dead.
country, ití s pretty quiet there. Ití s close to
I hope the hot phase of the war eases,
Donbass and Mariupol but ití s pretty stabut I doní t think thereí s a fast solution for
ble. They hear air raid sirens and they are
it.
not sleeping too well, but the situation is
We are not worried that our cities will
more stable than Kyiv.
fall. The only way for them to invade big
Other family members that live in
cities like Kharkiv, Dnipro or Kyiv is to
Zaporizhzhya are sleeping in their shelter
raze them to the ground. People here have
because they are afraid. They have a good
weaponry, are motivated, are angry, and
shelter, ití s like a modern hotel room.
are ready to defend their own land.
We are getting supplies pretty much
Putin managed to recreate our nation.
as normal. Shops and grocery stores are
He gave us national identity and unifi ed
reopening, for about fi ve or six hours, and
it where it never had been before. We had
most of them are selling their reserves.
confl icts over lots of minor stuff that divided us. There are no such confl icts now,
You can also buy food on the street from
we are one big fi st and this fi st will hit
regular people. Water stores have opened,
them for sure.
some are even giving water for free.
At the same time, we love our cities.
If this situation continues for another
Every photo and video of something being
week, we could have problems with food
destroyed hurts us. We are really afraid
and other supplies in Kyiv because it is
that he will destroy most of the infrastrucblocked from most sides. There are roads
ture in our big cities ó bridges and maybe
that have been destroyed, including by
even churches. We will rebuild and repair,
our military for tactical reasons. This could
but it is our worst nightmare. He can do so
create some problems.
much damage and kill so many innocent
I doní t have much of a job right now.
people or soldiers. We
Ií m trying to write
woní t be able to repair
some articles. The
those things and that
media platform I
will hurt us for a long
did commentary
time.
for on basketball is
The only thing we
Ukrainian but it had
have to do, for the moa department in
ment, is survive. I want
Russia, which had
to keep my apartment
the rights to broad- We are not worried
cast the NBA in
straight and try to stay
Russia and Belarus. that our cities will fall.
healthy, mentally and
We got comments,
physically.
The only way for them
before the confl ict,
Thursday night was
on social media
to invade big cities like calm in Kyiv. We had
saying we hated
some noise, but we
Kharkiv, Dnipro or
Russia and were
didní t sleep because we
Russophobes.
were nervous with the
Kyiv
is
to
raze
them
to
Now, all the
situation around the
bridges are burned, the ground.
nuclear power plant. Ití s
so their wish came
the same region as my
true. We are deparents, but not near
prived of being on
where they live.
the air, but they are
We were pretty nerdeprived of the NBA
vous on Thursday night.
as the NBA has susFortunately it went okay
pended all broadand the worst did not
casts and streaming
happen. If something
in Russia.
really bad happened
My plan for the
there, it wouldní t just
weekend is to
be felt there, but evstay safe. I hope
erywhere in Europe.
to move back to
It would have been
my apartment
much worse than
then. Ií m not
even Chernobyl.
used to living
with other
In conversation
people. I
with Emmet Ryan
prefer living
the single
life, but I
hope to
get back to
work.
On Thurs-
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ë Ií m not afraid
of deathí : the
women on
the frontline
of Ukraineí s
resistance

Tamara and Masha (right) in Kyiv: Masha signed up after the invasion

Across the besieged country, tens of thousands of
women are taking up arms to fi ght the advance of
Russian forces. Here, three of them tell their stories
Donal
MacNamee

Y

aryna Chornohuz clearly remembers the day
when her whole world
shattered.
It was January 22,
2020, and she was
stationed in the Donbass region of
Ukraine with her volunteer battalion.
Chornohuz was fi ghting to defend the
Donbass zone against Russian troops,
as part of a confl ict in the region that
had raged for more than six years.
It was then that she got the worst
news she could hear. Her boyfriend,
Mykola Sorochuk, was dead, killed by
a bullet from a Russian sniper.
ì We were only in a relationship for
two months,î Chornohuz told the
Business Post. ì We were at that stage
ó the stage when youí re just together
and youí re so, so in love. You know
that stage, when youí re making plans
for your future together? That was us.
But after those two months, he was
killed, and we didní t get to do anything that weí d planned. I regret that
we didní t even have a year together.î
Chornohuz, who is now 26, decided
to enlist as a full-time soldier after Sorochukí s death. She made the decision
in his honour, she said.
When you talk to Ukrainians, one
of the fi rst things they tell you is that
the devastating confl ict with Russia ó
which exploded last week when Russia invaded Ukraine and has already
killed more than 2,000 Ukrainian
civilians ó is nothing new. They say it
started eight years ago, when Vladimir
Putin ordered his troops to invade and
annex the Crimean peninsula, in the
north of the Black Sea.
For Chornohuz, ití s particularly hard
to hear people talk about the confl ict
as if it started days ago. ì Western journalists, you all think this war is new,î
she said. ì But it isní t ó it started in
2014, and it killed my boyfriend.î
Sheí s not the only one. ì There are
lots of women ó mothers, sisters,
wives ó who lost their men, the same
as me. And there are lots of women
killed during this war, in these eight
years,î she added.
Much of the worldí s attention last
week has focused on the thousands
of Ukrainian men who have taken up
arms to defend their country against
Russian troops. All men between the
ages of 18 and 60 have faced a choice:
join the fi ght, or face the possibility of
conscription. Many have focused on
these men, and on the thousands who

combat and doní t want to do hard jobs.
But I like these jobs. I like hard army
jobs.î
Last week, Chornohuz was stationed
in the southeast of Ukraine, near the
besieged city of Mariupol. When she
spoke to the Business Post, things were
relatively quiet for her unit, which she
described as ì small, but mobileî .
Chornohuz said she didní t expect
the quiet to last. ì Soon, I think, it will
be quite hot,î she said. ì They are
coming.î
Since that conversation, the city has
been subjected to a relentless barrage
of Russian shelling. One resident there
told the BBC there was no light, no
heat, no water and a rapidly diminishing supply of food.
Chornohuz said she was under no
illusions about the scale of the threat.
Confl ict was imminent. But, she said,
ì Ií m not afraid of death. Because of
Mykolaí s death, death is like a friend
for me. He passed through it, so I can
pass through it as well.î
The main motivation for survival,
Chornohuz said, was her daughter.
Sheí s seven, and she was born in 2014,
on the same day Russian troops invaded Crimea. Chornohuzí s ex-husband
is not a soldier, but heí s fi ghting on the
streets, so the pair decided to get her
out of the country.
ì Sheí s in Poland with our friends,î
Chornohuz said. ì And sheí s safe, but I
am worried about her because she is
alone and abroad because her mother
is a soldier.
ì I hope me, or my ex, or my parents,
will survive this war, so my daughter
isní t alone abroad.î

have travelled back to Ukraine from
around the world to fi ght.
But Ukraineí s army also has a sizeable female minority ó more than
32,000 women, at the last official
count. Chornohuz is one of them, and
sheí s fi ercely loyal to her countryí s
military. It was there for her at one of
the worst times of her life. ì The army,
it helped me survive after Mykola,î
she said.
In previous years, the military had
placed formal limits on what women
could do, but they now serve in a variety of combat roles and account for
more than 17 per cent of army
personnel.
The role of women in the military
has not been without controversy. Last
year, the army was hit with widespread international condemnation
after official pictures emerged showing
female soldiers practising for a parade
in heels.
Ukrainians doní t have time for introspection right now. Theyí re in the
middle of a war, and most have rallied behind Volodymyr Zelensky, the
countryí s previously divisive president. Ití s the same story in the military,
which has won plaudits around the
world for the determined defence it
has mounted in the face of daunting
odds.
Chornohuz is the only woman in her
unit, which forms part of Ukraineí s
marine corps. She said it wasní t a
problem for her.
ì Ií m the only one in a combat position, but the men are used to me.
When they see that I do the same job
that they do, they respect it. Women
can get bad behaviour when theyí re in
Kate N, left
and below,
stationed near
the Belarusian
border: she left
France to return
to her country to
fight

K

ate still doesní t know what
made her sit bolt upright in her
bed at 5am on February 24. She
was safe and warm at home in
Savoy, France, but something woke her.
ì I read some news on my phone,
and I started seeing Instagram stories
from my friends about the Russian
invasion,î the 26-year-old Ukrainian
said. ì And I just couldní t believe it.î
Within an hour, Kate had made up
her mind: she was leaving behind her
masterí s degree in international business law, and she was travelling home.
ì I packed my backpack, I booked
the tickets for a fl ight from Paris to Poland, and then I got a lift over the border. I was back by midnight last night,
and now Ií m back here, serving in the
army,î she said.
When she spoke to the Business
Post, Kate was stationed in the northwest of Ukraine, near the border with
Belarus. After returning to her country
she quickly joined up with a 600-person unit charged with fending off
incursions.
ì We are just waiting for the Russian
invasion,î she said. ì We know the
Belarusian troops are coming. Weí re
preparing, and weí re waiting.î
Kate N, who declined to give her full
name for security reasons, was born in
Sumy in the northeast of Ukraine, less
than an hourí s drive from the Russian
border. She joined her local defence
regiment just over a year ago, where
she worked as a psychologist with
soldiers experiencing post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD).
Now, having paused her studies,
Kate is carrying out those duties again,
on top of the more immediate job of
defending her countryí s borders.
Kate said members of her unit ó
around 600 people ó were getting by
mentally despite the looming invasion.
ì We havení t had too many issues with
that, but if I see someone who is nervous or stressed, I talk to them and try
my best to help.î
Kate is one of 12 females in the
unit, and she said there was a sense

of solidarity between serving women.
But she added: ì The men support and
respect us. We havení t had any unpleasant situations with men saying
anything horrible. We doní t have any
harassment, and ití s so cool. This unit
feels like a big unit, where we have
brothers and sisters. Ití s very nice.î
Kateí s family were still in Sumy
when she spoke to the Business Post,
but ití s likely that their situation has
changed. The city has suffered widespread power outages under heavy
Russian fi re and the army has made it
difficult for civilians to leave.
ì I always ask my mum if things are

okay or not, and she says theyí re just
sitting at home.
ì I tell them: ë Stay at home.í Because
in my family, only I am a military person. And I just ask them to stay safe,
because theyí re not combatants.î
Every night brings fresh alarms for
Kateí s unit, as Russian aircraft circle
the skies overhead. ì We wake at least
three times a night, and go to the shelter,î she said.
When the war is over, depending on
the outcome, Kate said she wanted to
keep working with the Ukrainian military, doing ì something connected to
law, business and the armyî .

Yaryna Chornohuz joined the
army after her boyfriend was
killed by a Russian sniper

ì I want to work at the Ministry of
Defence of Ukraine,î she said. ì Thatí s
my dream, because I want to change
my army and serve my country. If we
can get out of this war.î

B

efore the war, Masha used to
play ì strikeballî ó a game like
paintball, the way she explained
it ó with colleagues from work.

That was the closest sheí d been to holding
a gun. ì That was only a simulation,î she
told the Business Post.
But since last week the 22-year-old
Kyiv native, who withheld her second
name, has been at the frontline of one
of the countryí s most terrifying battles:
the fi ght for its capital city.
Masha joined a local defence platoon, made up mostly of civilians, the
day after Russian troops started bombing the city. Along with her housemate
Tamara, she waited ten hours to sign
up, before receiving weapons and
joining a unit that has patrolled the
city in the face of mounting Russian

aggression.
ì We understood that we didní t need
to just look after ourselves, because
we felt totally good,î Masha said. ì We
knew we had to protect our country.î
Masha was a professional tennis
player. Before the pandemic began,
she was optimistic about making a
good living from the sport, until injury
and Covid-19 lockdowns curtailed her
ambitions.
ì I broke my leg, and then Covid
started,î she said. ì And then I changed
my mind, and now I only train once or
twice a year.î
She is still in good shape though, and
she knew she could make a contribution to the war effort. ì Because of my
background in tennis, my feet are good
for these situations. We have to hold
guns, and move a lot and run around
everywhere.î
Masha has had to run ó a lot. Over
the course of three phone interviews
she slammed the phone down three
times against a backdrop of panicked
voices at the other end of the line.
ì Sorry,î she texted on one occasion.
ì Urgently left for positions.î
Masha and Tamara, the only women in her 50-person platoon, have

gone semi-viral on Ukrainian Facebook after the photo of them featured
above was published by one of their
team members. It depicts them clad
in makeshift military guns, weighed
down by machine guns that look almost as big as they are.
Masha said she had only fi red her
gun for practice so far.
ì There was no need to use it, but I
just wanted to fi re it on the fi rst day,î
she said. She does expect to have to
fi re it soon, if Russian soldiers make it
to the city via a ground advance.
ì Weí ve seen a lot of Russian machines, and tanks,î she said. ì Weí ve
just been listening every minute,
because fi ghting is happening 20km
from us.î
Mashaí s days now consist of patrolling a city, Kyiv, which many have
predicted could fall in the next week.
Sheí s surrounded by smouldering
buildings and sheí s awaiting an infl ux
of Russian troops within days.
But she isní t frightened by what
could happen next.
ì Nobody is scared,î she said. ì Only
a little bit in our souls, but everyone
is brave, and everyone wants to keep
Ukraine free.î

Grief can be unpredictable.
When someone dies, the grief that follows can be difficult and feel overwhelming.
Some feelings of grief come and go while others can persist.
Everyone’s experience is different. But it’s important to remember that you’re not alone.
Talking about your loss with the people around you can help.
Reach out to someone you trust.
We’re here too if you need extra help or support.
· Visit hse.ie/grief or bereaved.ie
· Call our Bereavement Support Line
on freephone 1800 80 70 77
(Monday to Friday, 10am to 1pm).
· Or speak to your GP.
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MORE THAN JUST A GAME:

ë Even if Ireland were playing in it, Ií d
have no interest in this World Cup. Noneí
As the 2 0 2 2 W orld
C up edges closer, an
information war is
playing out: Q atari
authorities claim
progress has been
made on workersí
rights, but critics say
conditions remain poor
and any changes are
purely cosmetic
Donal
MacNamee

I

t was when they played the
video that HÂ vard MelnÊ s really
started to feel sick.
Already, the previous week
had been traumatic ñ heí d spent
most of it inside Q atari labour
camps, talking to the migrant workers
in charge of building an infrastructure for the country ahead of the 2022
World Cup. A journalist at Josimar, the
Norwegian football magazine, he had
seen some appalling things and heard
some dark stories.
But the emotions thrown up by
his reporting werení t new ones for
MelnÊ s. Heí s been covering Q atar
closely for years, so he knew what
things were like for the workers at the
coalface of the countryí s World Cup
preparations.
Sitting in the crowd in Doha, Q atarí s
capital, MelnÊ s watched as the tapes
rolled at Fifaí s 72nd annual Congress.
Q ueasiness turned to all-out disgust.
ì Q atarí s Supreme Committee had
prepared this video, where different
stakeholders talked about the amazing
progress made on migrant workersí
rights,î MelnÊ s said, recalling one of
many controversial moments from the
congress on April 1.
ì At this stage I had been in Q atar
for a week already, and Ií d heard the
desperate stories of so many workers.
And at the same time, inside this lavish conference hall, these leaders are
praising Q atar.î
The congress, a carefully choreographed jamboree ahead of Novemberí s World Cup, had already raised
both eyebrows and hackles at that
point. Lise Klaveness, the president of
Norwayí s FA, drew the ire of her hosts
when she criticised Fifa, the sportí s
governing body, for the way it awarded the tournament to Q atar. Human
rights, she said, ì the core interests of
football, were not in the starting X Iî
when the decision was made.
Hassan al-Thawadi, the head of
Q atarí s Supreme Committee, admonished Klaveness that she should ì educateî herself on the issues.
MelnÊ s found the whole thing too
much.
ì You can imagine: weí ve been in labour camps for days, spending all our
time listening to the workersí stories,î
he said. ì We hear about starvation,
lack of payment, brutal employers,
deaths. They feel they are being treated
like animals, or machines. And then I
go inside this congress, and hear these
organisations talking about the huge
progress. Ití s a very surreal experience
ñ it kind of feels like parallel realities.î
Of all the projects described as
sportswashing over recent years, Q atarí s hosting of the 2022 Fifa World
Cup is particularly notable. The G ulf
country won the rights in 2010, after
a process shrouded in mystery and
accusations of fi nancial impropriety.
The Sunday Times later revealed Q atarí s secret attempts to gain support
for its bid. In 2021, the US Department
of Justice said representatives working
for Russia and Q atar had bribed Fifa
officials to secure the hosting rights.
Q atar, the G ulf country where
the dazzlingly rich and the desolate
co-exist, believed that the tournament
would give it both image and status,
according to human rights organisations including Amnesty International, which fi rst coined the phrase
ì sportswashingî . It has spent hundreds of billions on the tournament,
building a gleaming infrastructure
redolent of the skyscrapers and towers
inhabited by its wealthiest residents.
Despite some logistical issues, it has
insisted that the pieces are in place for

W orkers toil at the L usail
I conic S tadium, one of the
2 0 2 2 W orld Cup venues:
ahead of the tournament,
q uestions persist over
Q atarí s treatment of migrant
workers
Getty

a glorious celebration of football at the
worldí s biggest carnival.

Mortality rate

But hosting a tournament as big as the
World Cup means scrutiny is inevitable. If you have skeletons in your closet, someoneí s going to fi nd them.
MelnÊ s and his colleagues at Josimar have been at the fore of that effort in
the last seven years. Journalists at the
magazine have made at least ten trips
to Q atar since 2015, spending time
with the migrant workers in charge of
building the stadiums. Theyí ve published a number of stories which have
revealed what ití s like in the countryí s labour camps, and theyí ve been
among the most persistent critics of
the tournament. MelnÊ s has previously likened the World Cup to a ì party in a graveyardî , given the number of
migrant workers who have died over
the last ten years.
Since 2011, according to an investigation by the G uardian, more than
6,500 migrant workers ñ from India,
Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh and Sri
Lanka ñ have died in Q atar, during a
series of substantial building projects
readying the country for the tournament.
The Q atar government has not
disputed the statistics, but said the
number of deaths is proportionate to
the size of the migrant workforce. It
has said that only 20 per cent of expatriates from the countries in question
are employed in construction, and that
work-related deaths in the building
sector accounted for fewer than 10 per
cent of fatalities in this group.
ì The mortality rate among these
communities is within the expected
range for the size and demographics
of the population. However, every lost
life is a tragedy, and no effort is spared
in trying to prevent every death in our
country,î it said in a statement.
More broadly, Q atar has rejected
many of the accusations it has faced.
The country has frequently pointed
out that the kafala labour system ñ an
internationally condemned regime
under which workers needed an employersí permission to change jobs ñ
has been scrapped, and has insisted
it has made signifi cant improvements when it comes to workersí
rights.
The UNí s International Labour
Organisation (ILO) has said the
new laws could mark ì the beginning of a new era for the Q atari labour marketî .
Some, like MelnÊ s, are sceptical. ì The stories we heard in
Q atar in March were more or
less the same stories we heard
when we went there in 2015,î
he said. ì For the vast majority of
the workers, nothing has really
changed.
ì Theyí re still deeply underpaid ñ if paid at all ñ and they still

G ianni I nfantino (second
right), Fifa president, at
the governing bodyí s
congress last March in
the Q atari capital D oha
Getty

May Romanos of A mnesty:
ë H istorical abuses remain
unaddressed, and they
continue to happení

live in terrible accommodation. Weí ve
been in these rooms, small rooms,
where thereí s no ventilation, no windows, and there can be 10, 12, 14, 16
grown men living in one room.
ì The change they are talking
about is really cosmetic change.î
Over recent years, successive
media reports have revealed that
in Q atar, migrant labourers, who
make up 95 per cent of the countryí s
workforce, have worked six or seven-day weeks, sometimes for as little
as $ 240 per month.
Last week, Amnesty made headlines after calling on Fifa to pay
compensation equal to the total 2022
World Cup prize money for migrant
workers ì abusedî in host nation Q atar.
It has asked the body to set aside up to
$ 440 million, ì to provide remedy for
the hundreds of thousands of migrant
workers who have suffered human
rights abuses in Q atar during preparations for the 2022 World Cupî .
May Romanos, a G ulf researcher at
the organisation, said it was clear that
Q atar had bettered the situation for
its migrant workers. But she said
the country, and Fifa, needed to
reckon with the sins of its recent
past.
ì The argument weí re trying
to make is that 12 years down
the line, historical abuses remain unaddressed,î she said
in an interview. ì Yes, there
have been some reforms from
Q atar, and Fifa has introduced
a human rights policy. But
some people are still turning a
blind eye. And abuses continue to happen.î
The redress payments, she
said could help fund the ì unpaid salaries of workers who
went back home without their

H Â vard MelnÊ s of J osimar magazine:
ë You can ex pect the information war
to intensity in the nex t few monthsí

money, those who died without any
compensation for their family, and
those who paid recruitment fees and
didní t receive any compensationî .
Amnesty has been investigating
Q atari human rights abuses for more
than a decade now. It has long said
Fifa should have known the perils of
sending the World Cup to Q atar, for an
event that seems to many like the purest distillation of sportswashing.
Romanos said that the efforts of
Amnesty, as well as other human
rights groups and media organisations,
actually raised questions over the effectiveness of Q atarí s attempts to burnish its reputation.
ì I feel like the Q atar World Cup is
not so much sportswashing ñ in fact, it
has shed a light on the biggest human
rights issue in the country. Because of
the World Cup, everyone is so aware of
these issues. You know about migrant
workers, you know all the issues.
ì People talk about kafala, talk about

migrant workers, and thatí s not something I think anyone was expecting to
happen.î
Conor Hoey, the chairman of
Drogheda United FC in the League of
Ireland, is a good illustration of Romanosí s argument. His club, a semi-professional outfi t battling to stay in
Irelandí s top division, is about as far
away from the shimmering glamour of
a World Cup as ití s possible to be. And
yet he speaks with clarity and comprehension about Q atarí s sins.
ì The League of Ireland is about as
far from the World Cup, when it comes
to football, as you could imagine,î
he said. ì Think about everything the
World Cup in Q atar stands for: an authoritarian state, no democracy, run
by the Emir, who appoints the judiciary and runs everything, awash with
money.î
ì A tiny country, with foreign workers, with no football heritage ñ and a
World Cup which has been bought by
money ñ versus a small community
club in Ireland, who are struggling
to compete. You couldní t compare
them.î
When it comes to the World
Cup, Hoey is an obsessive
ñ he remembers every detail. Spain, in 1982, was his
favourite tournament, a
ì beautifulî month of football. But this year heí ll pay
little attention, he said.
ì Ií ll have no interest in
this World Cup. None. Even if
Ireland were playing in it, Ií d
have no interest,î he said.
ì Weí re going to a place where
thousands of workers have died
building the stadiums in conditions
you wouldní t put a dog in. And weí re
meant to go out there and go: ë Isní t this
amazing, isní t this beautiful? Arení t
they all so nice?í Is that what footballí s
got to?î
MelnÊ s, and Josimar, will be boycotting the tournament out of principle. They believe ití s the only morally
conscionable way to approach it. But
they will release a special edition to
coincide with the tournament.
ì We will publish at the beginning
of November, and it will be up to 200
pages long,î MelnÊ s said. ì It will be
totally about Q atar, but there will be
nothing about football.î
Josimarí s staff are planning to distribute an English-language version
of the magazine inside Q atar ahead of
the tournament. They doní t want anyone in attendance to be able to plead
ignorance when it comes to the abuses
of which Q atar stands accused. They
doní t want the event ñ ì the pinnacle
of sportswashingî , MelnÊ s said ñ to
go off without serious questions being
asked of Q atar.
ì Thereí s an information war, and ití s
been going on for ten years,î MelnÊ s
said. ì And you can only expect it to intensify for the next few months.î
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Russian oligarchs Mikhail Fridman and Petr Aven had substantial stakes in
the British healthcare chain, which were frozen as part of sanctions
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its Irish staff not to comment on social media about the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Picture: iStock
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